
ELK Studios proudly presents the world premier ofBest in mobile

Champion’s Goal
More excitement with Striking Win Lines. 

Version 1.0

With Betting Strategies



When we designed Champion’s Goal we aimed for players who are into 
football and like gambling on casual video slots. We think this segment 
of players is looking for a game with a lot of action and at the same time 
deliver an above average volatility. We are very satisfied with how we 
managed to combine a complex game model with an authentic football 
design in the same game. The game model creates almost an infinite 
number of winning combinations and the features are strongly associated 
to football. We think this will cater for a long lasting game experience.

ELK Studios is a “mobile first” game studio and we love innovations. We are most known for 

introducing the successful Betting Strategies where players automatically can change bet based on 

previous outcome. This game runs perfect in mobile and has Betting Strategies enabled. 

Get in the mood and enjoy Champion’s Goal, a video slot from ELK Studios.



Champion’s Goal has 20 Striking Win Lines of which blue scores from the left to the right 
and the red vice versa. This means that there are 10 striking win lines in each direction. All 
neutral symbols pay both ways.

Look out for the Scatter Ball which will clean up the row and bring new symbols for 
additional chances to win. Players will be paid x5 on line winnings following a goal (e.g 
winning on any line after the Free Kick).

striking win lines

imploding free kick



When one team fills up the area of three connecting reels, the supporters throw a 
Cascading Tifo awarding the player with 3 new free rounds and 3 sticky wilds. The wilds are 
randomly distributed over reel 1, 3 and 5 and really cater for winning combinations.

Hitting 3 stacked Trophies on the middle reel kicks off a Free Spin Derby game over 90 
minutes (7 spins). This free spin mode is running on a fresh set of reels with more frequent 
winnings and higher payout combinations. One new symbol is the Referee who generates 
Sticky Corners. After completing all free spins the player goes for the trophy and is given 4 
chances to make Champion’s Goal and get a solid instant win.

Cascading tifo

derby Free spins



Hitting the Referee in any of the 4 corner positions of the reels, during a free spin, sets off a 
Sticky Corner respin with 4 wilds awarded.

Sticky corners



Are you looking for more action?

Many players change their bet size based on the outcome of previous 
gameplay. ELK have introduced a new way of playing casino games with 
the launch of BETTING STRATEGIES. A betting strategy is a predefined 
betting pattern that automatically changes the bet level depending on a 
set of rules. A player can change or turn off the betting strategy after any 
bet. Betting Strategies work well in combination with Auto Play.

Jumper – raise on win

The bet level will increase after every winning round until reaching 4 levels 

above base level (e.g 10 times base level).

Bet levels will be reset to base level after a losing round.

Leveller – raise on 5 concurrent losses

Bet level will increase 2 steps after 5 concurrent losing rounds. After another 5 

loosing rounds the bet level will increase 2 more steps.

Bet levels will be reset to base level after a winning round.

Booster – raise on loss

Bet level will increase one step after every losing round until reaching 4 levels 

above base level (e.g 10 times base level)

Bet levels will be reset to base level after a winning round.

BETTING
STRATEGIES



Currencies

AUD Australian dollar

BGN Bulgarian lev

BRL Brasilian real

CAD Canadian dollar

CHF Swiss franc

CNY Chinese yuan renminbi

CZK Czech koruna

DKK Danish krone

EUR Euro

GBP Pound sterling

HKD Hong Kong dollar

HRK Croatian kuna

HUF Hungarian forint

IDR Indonesian rupiah

INR Indian rupee

JPY Japanese yen

KHR Cambodian Riel

KRW South Korean won

LTL Lithuanian litas

MXN Mexican peso

MYR Malaysian ringgit

NOK Norwegian krone

NZD New Zealand dollar

PHP Philippine peso

PLN Polish zloty

RON New Romanian leu 

RUB Russian rouble

SEK Swedish krona

SGD Singapore dollar

THB Thai baht

TRY Turkish lira

USD US dollar

VND Vietnamese Dong

ZAR South African rand

Game data

Game name: Champion’s Goal

Return to player: 95,7%

Volatility: 4 of 5

Exposure: 2,000 x bet

Max win: 200,000 EUR*

Bet levels: 0.20 - 100 EUR*

Lines: 20 pay lines based on symbol

*) or equivalent for other currencies

Languages

BR Brazilian

CZ Czech

DE German

EN English

ES Spanish  

FI Finnish

GR Greek

NO Norwegian

PL Polish 

PT Portugese 

SV Swedish

TH Thai 

TK Turkish 

VI Vietnamese  

ZH Chinese (simplified)

Technology

Champion’s Goal uses state of the art web 

technologies including support for canvas and 

WebGL. The client detects the capabilities of 

the device regardless if the player is running on 

a desktop, tablet or mobile. The game client will 

then optimize the gaming experience based on 

those parameters.   



ELK Studios

Mobile First!

ELK is a fresh casino game studio placed in the heart of 

Stockholm. We develop casino and lottery games with a focus 

on new devices. Currently all our games are developed for 

mobile first. Since our technicians have built them in a smart 

way all games are also available on desktop and tablets. 

All our games are developed and compiled in Sweden. We use 

well known test centers such as Nmi and Gaming Accociates 

to certify our games. All games are operated by partners or 

operators who hold the license in each market.



info@elk-studios.com
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